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The 2021 Mayflower Anniversary Small Ships Race will follow part of the

route that the Mayflower made in 1620 to the New World.

In a post-Covid new world we are excited to be taking part in this event

and representing Cardiff and Wales.

Small Ships Races are about young people, adventure, social

responsibility, environmental awareness and concern, heritage, learning

& friendships - all this set against a backdrop of vessels and a friendly,

fun atmosphere.

The event organisers are working together to ensure a COVID-safe

event.

But, we also need young people to help sail us to the South Coast and

prepare the boat for the event and to sail Challenge Wales back from the

South Coast home to Cardiff.

It’s great that we can offer these 3 exciting voyages that will combine

racing, wildlife watching, adventure, and skills development. Even better,

there is funding available to support young people which can contribute

between 50 – 90% of the voyage costs!

With no sailing experience required to take part, this voyage will be life-changing  

Are you ready to join us?!



When Challenge Wales sets sail, quite often the young people onboard have never sailed

before!

What they said:

“2019 was my first time on a Race, I had one of the most amazing and enjoyable times of

my life. The atmosphere on board was very inclusive, happy and enthusiastic, especially

to newbies at sailing, such as myself! –Alexander (age 16)

“I learned a huge amount on the voyage from cooking for 13 people, to using the

navigation system, to improving my communication. More importantly, I learned I enjoy a

challenge and I like to be pushed outside my comfort zone. This has inspired me to look

for more adventures. I have come away with very fond memories and new friends”.–

Rosie (age 18)

“The most amazing thing happened, a pod of dolphins came up to Challenge Wales and

started to play. We sat there and watched them for hours playing in the waves of our

boat.” – Annie (age 17)

“What an experience! I have had such a great time, learnt so much and met so many

incredible people. I will definitely be back. My favourite part was helming. I loved being in

charge of the boat and trying to go as fast as I could ” – Rachael (age 24)

“Before we started racing we had a photoshoot onboard. There was a sheep doing yoga,

a daffodil helming and a dragon winching! Then we said goodbye to technology as we

headed to Norway! How therapeutic!” Sarah (age 21)

What people say about our residential 

voyages
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Amazing Achievement by people like you!!

In all our residential voyages, you will be joining up to 9 other trainees and guided by

the Challenge Wales crew you will be getting involved in all aspects of sailing; hoisting

the sails, changing the sails, preparing dinner and cooking, cleaning, helming the boat

and for the Small Ships Race racing the boat competitively. You will develop your

teamwork and communication skills, self-confidence and resilience while having lots of

fun!

Whatever you are doing, you will be part of the crew and will be working as a close-knit

team. Whether this is the first time you have sailed or are experienced, this is the

perfect opportunity to learn new skills and have an experience that you will never

forget.

Come and join us and don’t forget there’s funding available!

Remember, prices are the full price before any bursary funding is applied! Additional

bursary funding can reduce the voyage cost between 50-90%

Our funding pages in this document will help show you how.
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At a glance:

Voyage 1: Adventure Residential Cardiff – Gosport (near Southampton); 9th – 14th

August 2021

Join us as we depart Cardiff and head towards the magical Lundy Island. A great place

for dolphin and seal watching. We will then set sail for around Lands End which is a

great achievement in its self before we head into the Solent and Gosport. There is an

opportunity to do your RYA Competent Crew on this voyage which is an extra £20.

Cost - £600. But check out our bursary page if you need some financial support

Voyage 2: Southampton – Dartmouth; 15th – 20th August 2021 – The Small Ships

Race

Join at 3.00pm in Southampton Ocean Village and meet your fellow crew mates, the

following day you will start to learn the ropes and with your new found skills undertake

a practice race against other boats. Then you will get ready for a race that will include

night sailing and working in watches. It’s great fun and can get very exciting! In

Dartmouth you will attend the awards ceremony and depart the boat after breakfast /

late morning on 20th August.

Cost - £600 But check out our bursary page if you need some financial support

Voyage 3: Adventure Residential – Dartmouth – Cardiff; 21st – 26th August 2021

Join us in Dartmouth for midday and we’ll help you settle in and prepare for your

voyage back to Cardiff. Our crew will guide you every step as you then depart

Dartmouth, head towards Lands End, Lundy Island and up the Bristol Channel. Watch

out for dolphins, seals, spectacular sunrises and sunsets.

Cost - £600 but check out our bursary page if you need some financial support
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Coronavirus / COVID-19 Information

You will need to undertake a lateral flow test prior to arrival at the boat and if 

negative you will be able to join. 

We will also have daily temperature and well-being checks and a mid voyage 

lateral flow test. 

You will need to bring a mask or two with you as we may visit places in port where 

a mask is required.

Our COVID Guarantee means that if you get COVID prior to arrival, the boat can’t 

sail due to COVID or government restrictions / lockdown means we can’t sail then 

you are guaranteed a refund or moving your payment to a different voyage.

. 
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What’s included in the price?

• A berth onboard for the voyage and time in port 

• Foul weather trousers and jackets (not footwear) 

• Safety equipment – life jacket and life-line

• Mooring fees, fuel and gas

• All food, drinks (soft) and refreshments whilst the boat is sailing

• Breakfast, refreshments, snacks and evening meal when the boat is in port

• Challenge Wales Crew to support you all the way

•Excitement (definitely), variety of weather (maybe), challenging conditions (probably)

What’s not included?

• Meals and drinks which are taken ashore (off the boat)

• Transport to and from the vessel

• Spending money (e.g. if we visit a port and you might like to buy something)
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FUNDING YOUR VOYAGE

Challenge Wales wants to make this opportunity as widely available as

possible and there are various ways to pay for your voyage. Bursary

funding is limited and if you can’t afford the full price of the voyage is

there to help you. However, everyone is expected to self-fund some of

the voyage and this is what funders want to see:

The Sultan of Oman Bursary Fund

A maximum of £450 is available for each trainee to take part in Tall

Ships racing. The scheme supports those aged 15 – 25 years and in

particular those who are having financial hardship and who have not

taken part in a Tall Ships or Small Ships Race before. Trainees need to

apply directly to the fund and further details are available from

https://sailtraininginternational.org/support/bursaries/

or Challenge Wales.

John E Burnett Bursary Fund

A maximum of £600 is available for each trainee to take part in a 5 night

voyage on Challenge Wales in 2021. This bursary if for those who have

never taken part in a Tall Ships or Small Ships Race before, are

financially or physically disadvantaged.

You can apply here if you are sailing on Challenge Wales;

https://sailtraininginternational.org/support/bursaries/

Should you receive any funding from Challenge Wales then you will be

required to write a report and a thank you letter to the funder about your

experience.

https://sailtraininginternational.org/support/bursaries/
https://sailtraininginternational.org/support/bursaries/
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FUNDING YOUR VOYAGE

For Welsh residents…

This fund supports Welsh residents aged under 26 years and can

subsidise your voyage between 50 – 90%. Funds are available until they

are allocated so booking early is recommended. Sometimes additional

funds become available which can increase the bursary amount available.

Contact Challenge Wales directly to apply.

The Challenge Wales Bursary Fund for UK residents

Challenge Wales sometimes receives funding from other trusts that

enables UK residents to be subsidised. This may cover between 10 –

50% of the costs. If you need help funding your berth please get in touch.

Anyone receiving funding to help them jump onboard Challenge Wales will

be required to write a voyage report after their trip to be submitted to the

funders.
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FUNDING YOUR VOYAGE

Other Funds:

Challenge Wales applies for funding from various organisations and some

of this may be available for Tall Ships trainees. If you have been

disadvantaged financially and are living in a broken home, living with a

single parent, are from a low income family or have free school meals

then please let us know.We may be able to apply to the Royal Thames

Yacht Club Charitable Trust to help you. This Trust can fund UK residents

only.

Other trusts:

Challenge Wales can help direct you to other funding sources from other

trusts, but is reliant on YOU contacting them and applying directly. This

includes funding for people who are from Norfolk or the surrounding area

(through the Norfolk Boat).

Fundraising yourself:

Request a Challenge Wales fundraising pack with lots of ideas on raising

some of the funds required. Set this up as a personal challenge using

ViginMoneyGiving.com and get people to sponsor you. This could reduce

your costs by up to 75% or more!

Should you receive any funding from Challenge Wales then you will be

required to write a report and a thank you letter to the funder about your

experience.
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How to fund your voyage

Make your voyage on Challenge Wales a personal

challenge with Virgin Money Giving and ask people to

donate.

Visit: www.virginmoneygiving.com and click 

Create your personal challenge:

Small Ships Race 2021 or

Adventure Voyage

Set up your page and remember

to select Challenge Wales as

the charity you would like to raise

money for.

Then select the amount you are

planning to raise. This should be

the amount you need to pay for

your trip. If you raise more than

this that is great!

The amount you raise will be

offset against the cost for your

berth.

You might want to set a target

slightly higher than the amount

you need to raise to encourage

people to donate more!

http://www.virginmoneygiving.com/
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What experience do I need?

No sailing experience is required for the Adventure residentials or Small

Ships Race. Those sailing on Challenge Wales often come with no

sailing experience.

You may be a novice sailor or an experienced one. You are welcome to

join us if you are over 16, are reasonably fit and are prepared for hard,

physical work. Although the voyages are fun and exciting they can be

also be challenging.

What will life onboard be like?

Each voyage we do is different due to different people onboard and

weather. Challenge Wales sails with up to 18 people onboard. Every

person will have an allocated berth and a watch system will operate.

Every one onboard will be responsible for keeping the boat running and

this includes cleaning and meal preparation.

You will be sailing with up to six Challenge Wales crew, several of whom

have taken part in racing or Tall Ships events before. The crew have

plenty of experience of living onboard and sailing Challenge Wales and

will help you to get the most out of your experience. They will be

teaching you the ropes and supporting you while you are onboard.

Should you have any allergies or dietary requirements (e.g. vegetarian)

we must know in advance and you will need to advise us on the booking

form.

Challenge Wales operates a no smoking policy onboard the boat

(including on deck) at all times. Alcoholic drinks are not allowed onboard
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What to wear

Information is provided in the joining instructions that Challenge Wales

sends out in advance of any voyage.

We suggest as a basic: Layers of clothes, waterproof jacket, neck

warmer/scarf, beanie hat, gloves, sailing boots, spare soft soled shoes,

swim wear.

There is a limited amount of storage on the boat so you will need to

pack your kit in a canvas bag. No hard suitcases/holdalls can be

accommodated onboard.

Suggested Kit List

• Sleeping bag / pillow

• Sunglasses, glasses, contact lenses

• Personal toiletries, medication, towel

• Ear plugs (Just in case there is a snorer nearby!)

• Reusable drinks container (to store in your bunk pocket at night)

• Reusable face masks

•Remember, Challenge Wales has waterproof trousers and jackets available 

of limited sizes

Aerosols of any description (e.g. deodorants) are NOT allowed 

onboard
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Payment and Booking Conditions

Bookings will be confirmed subject to a non-refundable 25% deposit. Full payment is

required 60 days before the voyage you are sailing on departs. Should you be accessing our

bursary fund we will ask for a 10% deposit and the payment terms may vary as we wait for

funders to confirm funding applications.

If you are applying for a Challenge Wales bursary please contact Challenge Wales so we

can advise how much you would be eligible for. Please let us know if you have applied for

other bursary funds (e.g. Sultan of Oman fund).

You can make full or part payment by:

Cheque (made payable to Challenge Wales)

Bank Transfer (details are on our booking form)

Challenge Wales Gift Voucher

Challenge Wales’ standard Booking Terms and Conditions apply. Please note all legs may

not be suitable for all people and we can discuss this with you.

If you wish to take part in the campaign as a personal challenge and are wanting to get

sponsored to help you raise funds then please speak to the Challenge Wales office to

discuss a payment scheme and setting up a VirginMoneyGiving page to support Challenge

Wales enabling other people to donate towards your berth. This could reduce your costs by

up to 75% or more.

https://challengewales.org/terms-conditions/
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What is Challenge Wales?

The award-winning Challenge Wales charity provides opportunities for

young people to develop their employability skills through adventure at

sea and fun and is run predominantly by volunteers. The charity uses

two vessels Challenge Wales and Adventure Wales.

Sail Training helps develop social and personal skills of young people.

We put them in a challenging, and often alien environment, where they

learn about teamwork, leadership, discipline, respect for others and help

develop their literacy and numeracy skills. The experience is evidenced

to improve social interaction, mental health and confidence.

The charity wants to give this opportunity to those who realise this is an

opportunity to be grabbed. Challenge Wales is funded by donations,

trusts and fundraising and is constantly looking for new ways to bring in

money and raise awareness of its work.

In 2012 Challenge Wales was the official Welsh sailing boat to take part

in the Queen’s Jubilee Pageant, London.

In 2017 Challenge Wales won the highest award in the UK sail training

industry – UK Sail Training Vessel of the Year

In 2019 Challenge Wales won the highest award in the international sail

training industry – Sail Training Organisation of the Year.
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What is Challenge Wales?

Any voyage on Challenge Wales can be used for DofE Gold

Residential. Challenge Wales is an approved activity provider for the

DofE scheme. Let us know when you are booking if this is the case.

If you are 18 or over when you sail with us, you can use your voyage as

a qualifying trip and volunteer with us the following year. Check out our

website for further details on volunteering.

Challenge Wales has public liability insurance and all insurances to take

part in voyages and Tall Ships Races.

We hope you can join us on one of our voyages in 2021.
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